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Inv

Likes to work with animals, tools, or
machines;
generally avoids activities like
Likes to work
Likes to study
teaching,
counseling, nursing, and
with numbers,
and solve math
informing others; values practical
records, or
or science
things
you can see and touch -- like
machines in a
problems;
plants and animals you can grow,
set, orderly way;
generally avoids
or things you can build or
generally avoids
leading, selling, or
make better; sees self as
ambiguous,
persuading
people;
practical, mechanical, and
realistic.
unstructured
has good skills at
activities; values
understanding and
success in business;
solving science and
Realistic
sees self as orderly,
math problems;
and good at
values science and
following a set
sees self as
plan.
precise,
scientiﬁc, and
intellectual.
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ter
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Arti

ing

ris

Likes to do
Likes to lead
creative
and persuade
activities like
people, and to
art, drama,
sell things and
crafts, dance,
ideas; generally
music, or creative
avoids activities that
writing; generally
require careful
Social
avoids highly ordered
observation and
or repetitive activities;
scientiﬁc, analytical
Likes to do things to
values the creative arts
thinking; values success
help people - like
- like drama, music,
in politics, leadership,
teaching, counseling,
art, or the works of
or business; sees self
nursing,
or
giving
information;
creative writers;
as energetic,
generally avoids using machines,
sees self as
ambitious, and
tools,
or
animals
to
achieve
a
goal;
expressive,
sociable.
values helping people and solving
original, and
social problems; sees self as helpful,
independent.
friendly, and trustworthy.

SUCCESS FORMULA
Referring to your three Holland Code indicators with which you identify the most, review the chart below and
select one description from each of your top three indicators from the Success Formula Components. Fill in the
blank to create your personal success formula.

I will be most happy and successful when I am:
able to [be]
in places where people
so that I can

.
Success Formula Components
Use for Reference Only

Realistic (R)

Investigative (I)

Artistic (A)

WORK WITH TOOLS

SOLVE PROBLEMS

BE INDEPENDENT

THINK WITH MY HANDS

WORK WITH SCIENCE

SHARE FEELINGS

MAKE OR REPAIR THINGS

WORK WITH MATH

BE SENSITIVE

USE MECHANICAL

USE LOGIC RESEARCH

PAINT

ABILITY APPLY PHYSICAL

IDEAS

PLAY AN INSTRUMENT

SKILL WORK OUTDOORS

FIGURE OUT HOW THINGS WORK

WRITE

WORK WITH ANIMALS

READ

APPLY ARTISTIC FLAIR

WORK WITH NATURE

ANALYZE SITUATIONS

DECORATE

DEMONSTRATE SKILL

DISCOVER

DESIGN

Social (S)

Enterprising (E)

Conventional (C)

HELP OTHERS WORK

MAKE DECISIONS

BE PRECISE

WITH PEOPLE

CONVINCE OTHERS

BE A PART OF A TEAM

PROVIDE A SERVICE

LEAD A GROUP USE

RECORD DATA TYPE

BE OUTGOING AND PLEASANT

POWER

ORGANIZE MATERIALS

HELP CHILDREN

ACT WITH ENTHUSIASM

HAVE A SET ROUTINE

ASSIST THE ELDERLY

SELL THINGS

KNOW WHAT IS EXPECTED

TEACH

BE THE CENTER OF ATTENTION

CARRY OUT ORDERS WORK

COUNSEL

BE DYNAMIC

WITH A PARTNER

ADVISE

HAVE A LOT OF VARIETY

